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This is an exhaustive description of the medical and psychological research of all the body dysmorphic disorders spinning off from "homosexuality" and all related genital and "gender" sequellae unnatural to the animal kingdom and the planet. "Unnatural deeds do breed unnatural troubles" as humans again, it seems, create pollution now even in sexuality. All questions about anything having to do with unnatural human sexuality are answered by this book. It is not a pretty picture, and naturally will be censored, repressed and denied by gays and their suggestible intimidated badgered well-conditioned parrots. My "deplorable" pamphlet, "Homosexuality: A Disease and for Gays A Cult" (1), published in 1994, was the first direct academic effort to help all understand the psychopathology of homosexuality since it was decreed to be "normal" in 1973 by the American Psychiatric Association. It took me twenty-one years of treating homosexuals to be motivated to tell the world that homosexuality was a disease and that gays (those promoting it) were a cult comprised of those could not allow themselves the truth that they had a "disease".

Basically, with declared "normality", many homosexuals no longer treated themselves as having a "disease." This is in marked contrast to most mentally "normal" people with diseases who keep their disorders private and discrete; they try not to interfere with other people and want to "fit in normally." People with diabetes, seizures, cardiac problems, hypertension, et cetera try to fit in without advertising, promoting, demonstrating, parading, or demanding denial of their disorders as they try to get treatment and adjust as normal as they can. In contrast, homosexuals' psychopathology took over for most. Their disease was no longer "a disease" but a cult; and, as all cultists, they began promoting, recruiting, parading, seducing, politicizing, celebrating, and playing the victimism (2) ploy and/or harassing any and all who openly disagreed with them. Also, anyone with a gender dysphoria or identity concern was pressed into joining a gay cult of sexual anarchy and genital manias which betray humanity and distort the marvelous and precious reproductive process of nature's origin (and which is overwhelmingly confined to opposite sexed adult members of the same species at a time consistent with reproduction). The gay cult, no longer "normal" people with a disease, converted sexual activity into an anti-animal kingdom pollutant to the planet. Many major groups were seduced into this psychosocial politicized cult: the Democratic Party, most journalism, the National Education Association, some "churches, the Girl Scouts, Sports Illustrated, and the U. S. Supreme Court, for a few examples. These groups, if interested in truth and justice, should study The Health Hazards of Homosexuality--and take actions to resist and correct the gay cult rather than be manipulated by it into the "Liberal Culture of Masturbation" (3).

As I wrote in my pamphlet: "At the social and cultural level (not personal and individual), gay homosexuality is a cult--a group mind-control process of persuading and influencing by untruthful excitement to destructive ends involving prevarication, deceptive recruitment, intimidating group pressures, and prohibition of leaving. This cult dimension is to be fought against." I then called it "a touch of 'Jonestown' in your community."

Today the gay cult and its 53, at latest count, gender identities (metastases) are prime examples of what I call "The Suggestibility
Disease"(4). The "suggestibility disease" evils are: social engineering, collective unconscious, propaganda, public relations, Asch Groupthink to conformity, Eichmann benign Suggestibility to the unnatural, Milgrim Shockmachine Obedience to the immoral, Zimbardo Power madness control, LAW Worship capitalist Legalisms instead of truth and justice, Press media fascist destruction of virtue and transcendence, Black Lives Matter Victimism paralysis into hate or dependency, and, worst of all, college professor Indoctrination (instead of "education") and Seduction of students into self-deluded self-righteous liberal mega-arrogance.—

Those causes of Suggestibility Diseases are, in the past, why we had slavery, Nazism, Communism, Maoism and most other socially accepted cultural entropy so harmful to mankind and the planet. And today, these evils are now why we have abortion, assisted suicide, euthanasia, harem feminism, gay genital maniacs and Islam. It is even more neurologically subtle with "mirroring neurons" leading to conformity and pathological over-empathy, i.e., by neuro-reflexes, we become "like" the people around us. So Every Culture Has Its Suggestibility Disease Bamboozling And Corrupting The People--and they do not like it when you tell them. Enlightenment-Age philosopher Voltaire said: “Those who can make you believe absurdities can make you commit atrocities.” Do not be a "mirror" of others unless it is virtue or transcendence. Thus, it is not just "fight or flight" with everything, but, instead: "Fight, flight, mirror, or ultimate human purpose (life, sacrifice, virtue, love, humanity, peace, freedom, and death without fear).

A final fact not mentioned as a "health hazard" in the book is the complete legal equivalence of "gender" to mean full "equality." Abortion and contraception have turned the human sex act into anything that is not what sex is in nature: a reproduction consistent act between opposite sexed adult members of the same species. Humans now have a masturbatory culture (3) of "sexcretion"--which is behavioral pollution such that one’s "gender" is one’s preferred way of masturbating with anyone or anything (pan sexuality). Regardless of nature, legalisms today determine pansexual "equality" for fifty-three genders at last count. That is, there can be no legal distinction between any of the 53 genders, or more when added. Thus it is illegal to identify any special consideration for one gender because it will deprive automatically equality from all the others. This is the real meaning of Obergefell v. Hodges: any distinction between genders is against human dignity and therefore illegally against pansexuality (legal equivalence of all genders).

Therefore, what is "equal" must be defined in terms of marriage, work requirements, schooling, sex abuse and rape, carrying weapons, health care, engagement rings, employment, government support, and general treatment in all activities--That is, "gender" cannot be identifiable because to do so can only reward one gender which will create an "inequality" for another gender. "Sex" is now meaningless and prohibited consideration because it is one's emotional obsession at any time to which one has an absolute equal right, no only in marriage but everywhere else.

The Health Hazards of Homosexuality confirms everything I wrote in "Homosexuality: a Disease and for Gays a Cult" and in the "Universal Sex in Nature Statement" (5) which would prevent the health hazards of unnatural sex. As a Great Course on evil once explained: "The law does not care about truth or justice but about legalisms.” The law does not care about health either.
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